Chairman, AERB, hoisted the National Flag at Niyamak Bhavan, Anushakti Nagar, Mumbai on the occasion of the 73rd Independence Day 2019

On the occasion of the 73rd Independence Day 2019, Shri G. Nageswara Rao, Chairman, AERB, hoisted the National Flag at Niyamak Bhavan, Anushakti Nagar, Mumbai.

Chairman, AERB hoisting the flag

Shri Nageswara Rao spoke on the relevance of the day and the sacrifices made by our freedom fighters in achieving independence. He also mentioned about the progress made by our country during the last 70 years in various fields. Shri Nageswara Rao said that each and every one of us should look at the relevance of the Preamble as mentioned in the Constitution of India. He mentioned the achievements of AERB and urged the officers and staff to dedicate themselves relentlessly to meet the mission and objectives of AERB to achieve greater heights.
AERB staff along with security persons celebrating the flag hoisting

A Quiz competition pertaining to Pre & Post Independence India and AERB was conducted on the occasion. Singing of patriotic songs was carried out.
Independence Day QUIZ

Quiz Master: Vaibhav Gholap, SO/E
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